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Hello Folks, 
 

I hope this message finds you doing well and enjoying the many blessings we have. As I am taking care of my daily 
responsibilities and chores, I have just received word that we have lost another pioneer in the Chuck Wagon community. 
American Chuck Wagon Association founding member Shirley Richardson has sadly passed away.  
 
I think back on all those we have lost over the last year. Young, old, experienced, and all of these folks were passionate 
about the heritage of the chuck wagon, chuck wagon cooking, and the western way of life. 
 
I think about how many people's lives were touched by those who have passed on from this life. I think about the legacy 
that they left. I contemplate the laughs, tears, secrets, and information these folks have given to those of us left behind 
to carry on the traditions we so love.  
 
I start to consider all the people who were willing to pour their wealth of knowledge into Jo Anne and me so we could be 
successful as we compete against some fantastic chuck wagon cooks and owners. 
 
Bob and Nancy Sparks took us under their wings and shared many great ideas to help us be competitive. They shared 
recipes and cooking techniques that helped lay the foundation for tasty and successful chuck wagon cuisine. They taught 
us how to set up a competitive chuck wagon camp.  
 
Kathy Christianson mentored us and helped us acquire the period-correct essentials and the little things needed to make 
our wagon complete and competitive. 
 
Shirley and Don Creacy took the time to come and talk to us for hours about how we could better set our wagon up for 
wagon judging.  
 
I could go on and on about how so many of you took the time to encourage Jo Anne and me as members of the ACWA. 
We developed so many new relationships with our newfound chuck wagon family.  
 
I then start to ponder, how am I sharing the small (but valuable) information I have with those that will carry on the 
passion and desire for chuck wagons and chuck wagon cooking. Who am I sharing my knowledge with? Are there people 
that I am mentoring and encouraging to carry on the passion for preserving the heritage of the chuck wagon? What little 
bits of wisdom can I share to help someone else be successful in learning how to cook in a Dutch Oven or how to set up 
a winning campsite?  
 
I believe it is so essential for us to create and leave a legacy of what we have learned. My hope is to encourage us to 
share a secret cooking technique, recipe, experience, or just an encouraging word to someone who can help take on the 
mantel for the next generation of cooks and wagon owners. 
 
God Bless all those ACWA members who have been laid to rest over the years. I pray some of us have taken on that 
special something they shared with us to keep the fire burning. 
 



I know Jo Anne and I are grateful for those who have shared with us over the years. We are committed to helping the 
next generation of chuck wagon cooks and owners to preserve the heritage of the chuck wagon. 
 
I hope to see you down the trail soon, 
Bobby  


